THE GOODS

Your source for what’s new, novel, and essential
1.

The Viennese Secessionists, active in the
early part of the twentieth century, were a
group of artists and artisans intent on breaking
with long-entrenched aesthetic traditions, as
evidenced by this antique Viennese panel, circa
1900/1910, 260 3 260, available at Carol Piper
Rugs. carolpiperrugs.com
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11. Every detail and hue in a painting or other
work of art in your home is fully revealed under
the Holly picture light, from Mitzi by Hudson
Valley Lighting, here shown in an aged brass,
with white detailing. littmanbrands.com

2. It is not easy to reinvent leather, but Jerry
Pair Leather has created its Mootual Attraction
line, seen here in Brunette. The process involves
dying full- grain leather and enhancing it with a
special pigment to ensure for color consistency.
jerrypairleather.com

12.

Branches and Nests, an artwork by Joe
Walters, 600 3 600, is composed of polymer
clay, metal rod and mesh, glue, sand, and paint,
and is available from the Baton Rouge–based
Ann Connelly Fine Art. annconnelly.com

3.

Sometimes, the simplest of designs make
for the strongest aesthetic statements. The
Stainless Steel Lights horizontal mailbox, from
Bevolo Gas & Electric Lights, is fully approved
by the U.S. postal service. bevolo.com
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13. A terracotta lion plate, available from the
Los Angeles–based Formations, references a
centuries-old design, though the piece is newly
crafted. The shallow plate is edged with a Greek
Key–motif design. formationsusa.com

4.

Wabi Sabi is the Japanese idea of
appreciating imperfections. Phillip Jeffries
honors this ancient philosophy with its raffia
wall coverings, each roll characterized by thick
backing paper and rewoven in a multistep
artisanal process. phillipjeffries.com
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14. The 1598–01 chair, 270 w. 3 260 d. 3 300 h.,
from Lee Industries, shown here in Canyon
Indigo fabric, features an oak frame in a pecan
finish with an exposed wood outback and a
French seam on the seat. leeindustries.com
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15.

Cobble leather in Dato utilizes an
innovative Dual-Tone Patent Process in which
the leather is color glazed and stringently
polished, resulting in a rich surface luster that
sparkles like wet pavement, from Tiger Leather.
tigerleather.com

5. An antique pillow by Rebecca Vizard, features
a silver and gold embroidered applique of
“The Pelican in Her Piety,” and is framed with
antique silver braiding on silver velvet. Hand
trimmed with vintage cording. Fireside Antiques.
firesideantiques.com
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16.

The Charles Paris Potences side table,
with its brass and glass top, assumes a
minimal, understated presence in any room,
though the piece has many practical uses and
functions. Available at George Cameron Nash.
georgecameronnash.com

6. The

Jelani ottoman, 200 h. 3 20 ½0 diam.,
from Bernhardt, is as practical as it is
sculptural. The item works as both an ottoman
and as an additional seat in a living or family
room. bernhardt.com

7. The Alden bench, in Bisque linen, is detailed
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17. The

Oomph TV console is low and linear
with auxiliary storage. With its tailoring and
subtle sophistication, the console exemplifies
understated luxury; with topstitched leather
doors and drawers and a cerused oak
silhouette. Designed by Xander Noori for
Theodore Alexander. theodorealexander.com

with quilted channeling and oak-finished alder
legs. The bench lends a modern mood to any
space. Its neutral linen upholstery is filled with
foam, One Kings Lane. onekingslane.com

8. Artisan Melissa Schmidt crafted her Glass
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Bubble bracelet from durable borosilicate
glass; each blown-glass sphere has a marbled
surface design. The spheres are affixed to a
sterling-silver base. melissaschmidtstudio.com
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9. Vintage Moroccan rugs, such as this example,
49 40 3 89, from Matt Camron Rugs & Tapestries,
are noted for their distinctive detailing and
patterns. The border features a multi-colored
repeating pattern. mattcamron.com

10. The Yves console table, 720 w. 3 200 d. 3
340h., from Ebanista is made of wrought iron
with a weathered Brun finish and antiqued 12K
white gold detailing. The top is comprised of
three antiqued mirrored pieces. ebanista.com
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